


Flying Dog - Easy IPA 
Abv 4.7%

£5
Aromas of grapefruit and subtle spice meld into lemon and pine hop notes 
balanced with crisp cracker malt. Pair this with tailgates, mowing the lawn, and 
anything else that calls for a light, yet flavorful, beer.

Founders All Day IPA 
Abv 4.7% 

£4.75
The beer you’ve been waiting for. Keeps your taste satisfied while keeping your 
senses sharp. An all-day IPA naturally brewed with a complex array of malts, 
grains and hops. Balanced for optimal aromatics and a clean finish. 
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Brew Dog - Punk IPA 
Abv 5.6%

£4.50
This fresh, full flavour natural beer is our tribute to the classic IPAs of  
yester-year. The post modern twist is the addition of amazing fruity hops 
giving an explosion of tropical fruit flavours and a sharp bitter finish

Anchor Porter 
Abv 5.6%

£4.75
Anchor Porter became the first modern American porter-style beer when 
it was introduced in 1972. More than four decades later, Anchor Porter 
continues to reward those who look beyond its possibly intimidating 
appearance to discover a smooth, full-bodied drinkability. 
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Hitachino Nest White Ale 
Abv 5.5%

£4.50
Winners of numerous awards worldwide, Hitachino has established a cult 
following for their innovative craft brewing and distinctive owl logo - Kounosu, 
the village where the beers are brewed, means ‘nest’.  

Eden Mill Shipwreck 
Abv 6.2%

£4.75
This flavoursome IPA is big and hoppy with lots of sweet tropical fruit notes.  It’s 
moderately bitter with mellowed hop aromas due to a lengthy conditioning.  The 
refreshing, tropical fruit aroma with a mellow floral hop character leads to a dense, 
hoppy body that mellows into a gentle, sweet finish.

Anchor Brotherhood 
Abv 5.6%

£4.75
A spin-off from Anchor’s flagship Steam beer, Brotherhood is dry-hopped with 
Citra and Nelson Sauvin hops for a quite unique combination.  The result is a 
copper coloured brew with aromatic hints of citrus and mint.  It has a smooth, 
full-bodied malt flavour, with a lingering, fresh hop finish.

Left Hand-Milk Stout 
Abv 6.0%

£4.75
Roasted malt and coffee flavours build the foundation of this creamy, sweet stout.  
Adding milk sugar to stout is like cream to coffee - dark and delicious, this is 
America’s great milk stout and will change your perceptions of what a stout can be.
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Krombacher 
Abv 0.5%

£3

The non-alcoholic beer is brewed in the same way, with the same fresh 
Felsquellwasser® (mountain spring water) and malt content. It then goes 
through a process of de-alcoholisation developed especially in Krombach. It is 
no wonder therefore, with these credentials, that this isotonic thirst quencher is 
the most popular non-alcoholic Pils in Germany!

Erdinger Alkoholfrei 
Abv 0.4%

£4.25
One for athletes! A cool glass of ERDINGER Alkoholfrei not only tastes 
fantastic, but is also healthy - thanks to the vitamins B12 and folic acid, as well 
as the polyphenols it contains.

Heineken Alcohol Free  
Abv 0% 

£3.50 Well balanced alcohol free beer with slightly malty and yeasty fruity notes, 
smoother bitterness and short after taste. And only 69 calories a bottle!

Duvel 
Abv 8.5%

£4.75

Belgians acquired a taste for British ales after British soldiers introduced 
their beers to Belgium during World War I. Brewer Albert Moortgat used a 
strain of Scottish yeast to create a beer commemorating the end of the War in 
1918, which he initially called ‘Victory Ale’ before one of his friends, The beer 
has been perfected over time and is bottle conditioned over a 90 day period 
giving it a reputation of one of the best beers in the world ever.

Brewdog Elvis Juice 
Abv 6.5%

£4.75
An American style IPA loaded with tart grapefruit peel for a citrus forward 
flavour with a bitter edge.  The full frontal citrus overload from intense US 
aroma hops is supported by a caramel malt base whilst waves of crashing pine, 
orange and grapefruit round out this citrus infused IPA.

Brewdog Jet Black Heart 
Abv 4.7%

£4.75
This sable stout is black as pitch and smooth as hell. jet black heart is 
a milk stout; roasty malt flavours of coffee and chocolate, bound to a 
decadent full-bodied richness. 

Drygate - Gladeye IPA 
Abv 5.5%

£5 Inspired by trident-forging cyclops of brute strength and singular vision. 
smooth caramel citrus zest. Giant IPA.


